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On May 12, 2020 at 4:45pm PST, the cloud-based business com-
munication platform Slack experienced a total service disruption
[3]. To its millions of users, the outage lasted for 48 minutes;
within Slack, the cascade of events that led to this outage had ac-
tually started several hours before, at 8:45am PST. A post-mortem
analysis of this 8-hour incident is laid out in Slack’s engineering
blog in detail [5]. However, triaging the problem to identify its
root cause on the spot, under time pressure was not a trivial en-
deavor. Engineers from multiple teams put "all hands on deck",
exploring patterns and correlations across PBs of operational data
that were visible to them through Slack’s monitoring, dashboard-
ing, and alerting infrastructure.

This incident is a prime example for why observability has been
emerging as a critical capability for large-scale software systems
and services that are built and operated on the highly distributed,
heterogeneous, and complex setting of the cloud-native ecosystem
[1]. Borrowed from control theory, the notion of observability aims
at bringing better visibility into testing, debugging, and understand-
ing the general behavior of software based on telemetry data col-
lected from the internals of a system as it operates [6, 7]. Beyond
simple black-box monitoring of known scenarios, observability re-
quires deeper contextual information and insight about operational
semantics of systems for root cause analysis of unforeseen prob-
lems. The main goal is to minimize time to insight - a critical mea-
sure of understanding what is happening in the system, and why.

Due to its data-intensive and time-sensitive nature, observabil-
ity is essentially a data management problem. Large volumes of
heterogeneous time series data should be collected, stored, and in-
dexed from instrumented systems in a way that enables their low-
latency search, analysis, and visualization in real time and on de-
mand. Since observability is critical for meeting service-level ob-
jectives, there is a lot of industrial activity in this domain. However,
current solutions are mostly ad hoc, custom-built solutions with
many moving pieces [4]. We believe that these solutions will not
scale well in the long term, as they incur high performance over-
heads, operational complexities, and infrastructure costs. There is
a growing need to rethink the current design of data and software
infrastructures to enable observability data management at scale.
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Observability data typically consists of four time series cate-
gories that widely differ in terms of their storage, querying, and
long-term retention needs as well as payload types and volumes:
Metrics (M), Events (E), Logs (L), and Traces (T). Metrics provide
quantitative (numeric) measurements of system performance and
availability at a specific point in time. Events are highly structured
strings that identify a finite set of possible occurrences. Logs are
semi-structured strings that expose higher granularity event infor-
mation with rich local context. Finally, Traces capture the end-to-
end request flow of logical operations through various components
of a distributed system [2].

Slack generates 100s of TBs of MELT data every day, which
needs to be ingested, stored, and indexed to serve a variety of ob-
servability queries. For example, to identify the root cause of its
outage incident, Slack had to run various types of analytical queries
across all of its MELT data for the time period immediately pre-
ceding the incident. Despite their differences, there are also certain
workload characteristics that are common across all MELT data:
they are all immutable, append-heavy, and bursty, and queries over
them have a bias to freshness (e.g., > 95% of all queries on MELT
data in a Slack workload that we analyzed were on data that was
less than 24 hours old). Understanding the complete requirements
of heterogeneous MELT datasets and query workloads over them is
key in building a scalable observability data management system.

Based on current experience in industry exemplified by Slack,
this talk will discuss why today’s approaches to cloud observability
are all facing technical and practical challenges, and what guiding
design principles should instead be followed while building data
systems that can handle this emerging workload at scale [2].
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